THANK YOU FOR HAVING YOUR SAY!

A FINAL WORD: THANK YOU FOR HAVING YOUR SAY!

Thank you to everyone who chose to take part in our first-ever Supporter Survey. We asked you about everything from sustainable livelihoods like the perma-gardens helping people in Uganda’s refugee camps, to the sources you like to give. You responded with a care and attention and a generosity of spirit for which we are extremely thankful – you will help to shape the future of Trócaire. Many of you also chose to give which is such an added blessing right now!

If you’ve not yet posted back your 2020 Trócaire Supporter Survey, you are still welcome to do so. And if you haven’t received a survey but you’d like to, please call Trócaire Stormont on 0345 406 406 or Belfast 0800 912 200. Or email to donorservices@trocaire.org. We’ll be delighted to post one out to you!

WHAT’S HAPPENING NOW

The coronavirus crisis stands at the six-month mark in many parts of the world, and heads towards an uncertain future. Yet your courage and compassion continue to come through. Below, a glimpse of the hope and gratitude being sent your way right now, from all of us here, and from people receiving urgently needed help including:

COVID RELIEF

The Somewhere of Somaliland. Aid for the people, protective gear for our staff, a chance to keep tradition alive.

“Love is the beauty of the soul.”
— St Augustine

Sustainable solutions or quick fixes different:
In it for the planet:
Local partners
Builds a better, fairer future:
Sustained by:
Different, effective, sustained by you:
Why Trócaire’s support matters too:
In the long haul:
For women:
In it for the planet:
In it for the country:
In it for the people:

MYANMAR

Myanmar’s Displaced People. Siege, landmines, violence, education posters, and awareness sessions.

Media called Myanmar’s camps “Covid-19 tinderboxes.” Thanks to you the people there are safer because they have the knowledge and a way to wash the virus from their hands.

Leah (l) and Teresa (r), in Kenya

Mothers and Fathers in Kangemi:
For mothers and fathers in Kangemi, Kenya’s Kangemi slum who lost their livelihoods during Covid, emergency food rations you help provide are keeping children from going hungry.

40 tonnes of comfort and relief!

40 tonnes of aid for 1,500 families in Ituri Province, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), carrying forth for Ituri Province, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).

1,500 Families in Ituri, DRC: Fleece gear! – and helping keep alive a priceless oral tradition.

Mothers and Fathers in Kangemi:
Mothers and Fathers in Kangemi, Kenya’s Kangemi slum who lost their livelihoods during Covid, emergency food rations you help provide are keeping children from going hungry.

“Covid-19 tinderboxes.” Thanks to you the people there are safer because they have the knowledge and a way to wash the virus from their hands.
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When you read that your love and generosity change lives with every coin you place in your Lent Box, today let’s not fill your heart, forever true. For today a little girl and her loving mother in Uganda have their land back, because of you...